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1 SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

1.1 Fields and Particles 

Til<' I lwnw ··Fields and Part icl<'s·· included a wide range of resE'arcllf's 011 problents 

of ··pmc t lwor1·" and of particle ph1·sics. Tlw main activitY \\'as concE'ntrated ou tlw 

following dotnains: 

• QttanttJJJl s\'JllJJH'triE's. supf'rs\'JJJJJH'trie·s. <tnd intq;rahle· models, with applica

tions to strings. grn1·itY and cosJtJolog,Y: 

• l'<'rl urlJ;I1 i1·e· cmnpulnt ious in g;mgc t lwories and 1arious approndws to JlOJJ

pnt u rl ><11 i 1·e· I n '<1 ttl wnt: 

• St <Jnd;u·d lllOd<'l and its exlettsion: 

• !lean· flavors and 13-p!tysics; 

• Spcctroscopv of light flavors. 

"iol<' t lw growth of activity in the theor.v of superstrings. integrable models. and 

};lt t icc· gauge· I heories. 

The theory of quantum matrix algebras became in rl'ccnt Vl'ars ont• oft lw ntost 

intensin·ly de1·eloping t.opics in thl' matlwmatical theor.1· of quantum groups. Tlwst· 

algcbr;cs kHind thf'ir application i11 t!IC dt·sniption and im·l'stigcttion of quantum

nt<"c!tnnic;tl anrl statistica.l integnthl<' models. h<"ing. in fact. an adequat<' math<"nt<Jt

ical tool for formulation oftlw notion ofin\.c'grahilit~·. T!te in\'l•stigations carried nut 

itl this direction at BLTI' rt'siil\('(1 in til<' construction of ;1 n<'ll' fautil~· of quantttnt 

111at rix algehrns that includes all pr1·1·ioush· known quantum tnat rix algebras as par

li< 11!;n '""''[.\.I'. ]s;w,·. 0.\'. Ogi<'ll'iskl. 1'.\. PvatO\ . .J. l'lt\·s .. \: \lath.Cctt. 32 

( JI)()<J) L I l.'i-1. I 2 1]. Fur t It esc·· a lge I >ras t I w pm b lett t uf tin ding i1 s 1 we ia I cot n t nut al i ,., · 

subalgcbra the so-called spectrum of a qu;-mtummatrix was solved in gem-•ral. Fur 

the I'OITPspottcliug integrable models, the spect.rtllll of the quantum matrix gin·s an 

involutive sd. of the integrals of motiou. The t.cchniques devt·lop('d for caknl<~tions 

with quantum matrices was applied for investigation of the 'zpnJ modes' algebra of 

the chiral \-Vess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten ttJodel [M. Dubois-Violet IP, P. Furlau. 1 .. 1\. 
llctdjiivanov, A.P. ]s;-wv, P.N. Pyat.ov, I.T. Todorov, lwp-th/9!ll020fi]. 

The superfield models with 1/'2 partied spontatwous breaking of tlw global li=:L 

/\'='2 sUjH'rsvnmwt.ry wer<' discuss<"d. both within nonlinear and linear n•aliz;ll iuns uf 

supersynunet.ry [B.M. Znpnik. Phys. Ldt. B461 ( 1999) '2ll:l: E. fl·;mul'. S. l\ri1onos. 

Phvs. Lett. B453 (1999) :2:37]. In t.he first approach. thl' manif•·stl~· .\=I./)= :l 
Sllj>f'l'S_Ytttnlt'\ric SlljJI'rfi.eld action of a /) = cj SllJll'l'!ll!'tllhrant• \\';IS dt•ril·t•d for t ht• 

first tittll', attd its dmtl pqui1·a.kncl' to tlw worldvolunw action uf an .\' = '2 "space

\ inw filling'' D'2 snpt•rbra.nc· was d<'monst.rnlt'd. In t lw scnllld <tpproadt. t lw sam<' 

p;1rt ial bn•<tking ariSt•s in the alwlian gauge• tnod<'l dc·srrihing lo\\'-t'ttngy inte·ract ions 

of th<' rc·al scalar tie·ld with :l/J vc·ct.or and l't•rmion fic·lds. The partial hn•etking 

of ;V = I./) = Ill SllJH'rsylllllld.ry was t.n·at.e·d from a similar standpoint within 
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nonlinear realization [S. Bf'!lucci. E. hano\·. S. I-..:rin)J]OS. Pln·s. Lett. B600 ( J(jt}lJ) 

:348] and that of;\"= :2, D = 4 within linear realization [E.:\. lvauo\·, B.\l. Zupnik. 
Yael. Fiz. 62 (1999) 1110]. 

The multidimensional N = 4 supersymmetricquantum mechanics (ST'SY Q!\1) wa.s 
constructed by using the superfield approach. As a result, the component form of the 
classical and quantum Lagrangian and Hamiltonian was obtai1wd. In thP considered 
SCSY QM, both classical and quantum N = 4 algebras inrluclP central charges. and 
it opens various possibilities for the partial supersyrnmet ry breaking. including t lw 
fractional options [E.E. Donets. A. PashrH'\· . .J . .lttan Rosales, and \l.'\1. Tsulain. 
Preprint .JINR E2-99- :218. hep-th/99012:21. Pll\•s. Hev. D (in pn•ss)]. 

A bound system composed of the Yang IIlOilOJlOle cottplPd to au isospin part icl(' 
by thP SU(2) and Coulomb intPrnction Wns considen·d. :\ sy•s\.('ill likf' that is a11 
examplP of the Seiberg-Witten duality in quantum mechanics. The gt'Ilf'ralized Hungi'
Lenz vector and the SO( G) group of hidden s.vmmetry were found. It was also shown 
that the group of hiddf'n symmPtry allows OIW t.o algebraicall_y· compu tf' th(' spectrum 
of systPms of that sort [L.G. Mardoyan. A.'\i. Sissakian. and Y.l\1. Ter-Antonya.n. 
:Vlod. Phys. Lett., 14 (1999) 1:30:3]. 

By carefully analysing the picture-dependence of the BRST cohomology, an in
finite set of symmetry charges of the closed N =2 string was identified [K. Jtinemann, 
0. Lechtenfeld and A.D. Popov, Nucl. Phys. B548 (1999) 449-474]. The transfor
mation laws of physical vertex operators were shown to coincide with the linearized 
nonlocal symmetries of the Plebanski equation (which is the effective field theory 
of a closPcl :,'=2 string). Mowover. it was shown that the corresponding Ward 
ic!Pntities are powerful enough to allow for a rederivation of the well-known van
ishing theorem for tree-level correlation functions with more than three external 
legs. Holornorphic Chern-Simons-Witten theories defined on 6D manifolds with a 
complPx structure were considered, and 4D conformal field theories connected with 
them were described [A.D. Popov, Nucl. Phys. B550 (1999) .)8.5-621]. All these 
models are solvable. Analogs of the Yirasoro and affinf' Lie algebras. the local action 
of which on fields of holomorphic ChPrn-Simons-Witten theories bf'cornes nonlocal 
after pushing down to an action on fields of solvablP 4D conformal field theories, 
were described. 

Tau-functions of the N-soliton solutions of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili hierarchy 
of equations and of its B-type reduction were shown to describe fixed-temperature 
partition functions of the specific Coulomb plasmas on the plane with some bound
aries. In this picture, coordinates of the charges coincide with the complex spectral 
variables of solitons, ]Jhase shifts (describing scattering of solitons) coincide with 
the Coulomb interaction potentials, and the hierarchy evolution "times" contribu
tions correspond to external electric fields. This identification generates some new 
solvable lattice plasma models. A ( 1 + l )-dimensional discrete-time chain associated 
with the three-term recurrence relation of the Ru-type and some of its similarity 
reductions were described. [L Loutsenko and Y. Spiridonov, Nucl. Phys. B538 
(1999) 731-7.')8; A. Zhedanov and V. Spiridonov, Uspekhi Mat. Nauk (Russ. Math. 
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S11n ) 54. \o. 2. (lCJD9) 17:)-174 (in Russian)]. 
P!wlmt and fermion corrclators were studied analytically and numerically in the 

qtlf'nclw<l lattice QED within the Lorentz (or Landau) g;.mge. It was shown that 
;em tliUI!Wllt till! moclf's ( ZMM) as well as Dirac sheets ( DS) play an important 
rol(· 111 fixing the Lorentz gauge nonperturbatively. They spoil fermion and photon 
propagators. and the standard fermion mass estimate fails for the commonly em
ployed Lorentz gauge fixing procedure. To resolve the problem, a new gauge fixing 
procedure -- zero-momentum Lorentz gauge (ZML) --was proposed. Therefore, the 
C ri !Jm ambiguity problem was finally resolved in quenched QED on the lattice in the 
I pll\·sicnl) Coulomb phasP [LL. Bogolubsky, Y.K. '\fitrjushkin, M. Miiller-Preussker, 
P. PPter. Ph~'S. Lett. B458 (1999) 102; LL. Bogolubsky, V.K. Mitrjushkin, M. 
\liiller-PrPu'd;er, P. Peter, and N.V. Zverev, Preprints JINR E2 99-:288 (1999). 
HI"B- EP 99/51]. 

A.D. Sakharov's idea. that gravitation can be induced by vacuum polarization ef
fects was geiwralized. It was suggested that the same mechanism is responsible also 
fur the origin of other long-range forces in Nature. As an example, an ultraviolet
linite modPI. where the Einstein and Maxwdl actions are entirely induced by quan
tum effects of wry massive constituent fields, was constructed. The gravitational 
and gnugP fields appear here on equal footing and, thus, thP modPI is a unified 
t lworv of gravitation and electromagnetism. In the low-Pnergy limit, the induced 
Einstein-Maxwell gravitation admits standard solutions and rotating charged black 
holes, in particular. It was shown that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of these 
black holes is described by the same statistical-mechanical formula as the entropy 
of a Schwarzschild black hole. This demonstrates that the mechanism of generation 
of Uw Bek~nstein-Hawking entropy in induced gravitation is universal, and it does 
not depend on the angular momentum and the charge of a black hole [V. P. Frolov 
nnd D.V. Fursacv, gr-qc/9907046, hep-t.h/9910006, to appear in Phys. Rev.]. 

lu supersymmetric gauge theories with soft supersymmetry breaking, a powerful 
method to obtain the renormalization-group equations for soft terms was proposed. 
The method is based on the Taylor expansion in the Grassmannian parameter and 
also allows one to derive the solutions of RG equations. New solutions for the soft 
terms in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model, in SUSY GUTS, and inN =2 
Scilwrg-Witten Models were obtained [D.L 1\azakov, Phys. Lett. B449 (1999) 201]. 

The structure functions of inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering processes were an
;dyzed starting from the general principles of the theory expressed by the .Jost 
Lehmann-Dyson integral representation. A nonstandard scaling variable that leads 
to analytic moments of the structure functions was used, and the relation between 
these analytic moments and the operator product expansion was established [D.V. 
Shirkov, LL. Solovtsov, Teor. Mat. Fiz. 120 (1999) 482 (in Russian)]. 

The first estimation of the proton transversity distribution was done by using the 
azimuthal asymmetry in semi-inclusive DIS recently measured on longitudinally 
(HERMES) and transversely (SMC) polarized targets and experimental data of 
DELPHI on the T-odd fragmentation function, responsible for the left-right asym-
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metry in the fragmentation of transversely polarized quarks. It was sh0\\'11 that t lw 
u-quark transversity distribution in a proton is dosP to thP effPctivP chiral qumk 

soliton model and the u contribution to the proton tensor chargP is of order l. On 
this basis, one can state that the proton transversity distribution could successful!\· 
bP measured in future DIS exp<'riments (P.g. in COMPASS) with longzlltdinolly 
polarized target togethPr with measurement of Q.G. [A.\i. EfrPnJOv. Proc. of ln
tPrn. Workshop "Praha-Spin<.J9", Prague, SPptemhf'r .) 12 I<Jl)lJ (to lw Jlnhlislwd 

by Chech.J.Phys. Suppl.): A.V. Efremov, I\:. Goeke, M.V. Polvakov. D. 1 'rhano. 

Preprint Ruhr-Univ.]. 
The spin dynamics described by the properties of nonpntnrbative matrix ele

ments in QCD was analyzed. In particular, the consistent description of the tensor 

polarization of vector mesons originating in thP fragrnPntation of quark and gluom 

was developPd. New sum rules for T-odd fragm<-'ntation functions were clcrivecl. 
The notion of the T-odd fracture function describing single spin asylllrrwtriPs in the 

polarized-particle fragmentation region was introduced. An interPsting link between 
the spin structure of a nucleon and the EinstPin equivalence principle was suggf·stnl 

[A. Schafer, O.V. Teryaev, hep-ph/9908412 (to appear in Phy~.Rev. D.): A. Schal'Pr. 

L. Szymanowski. O.V. Teryaev. Phys. LPtt. B464 ( 19Y9) 94-100]. 
A cornplctP analysis of tlw helicit_v amplitudes in tlw small-angle procf'ss of dou

ble bremsstrahlung along one direction in electron-positron scattering at high energies 

was carriPcl out. The analytic Pxpression for a correction up to the Iwxt-to-!Pading 
ordPr for the quasielastic radiative tail of the deep- inelastic and Bhahha scatt.Pr

ing process with an account of nonleading corrections was obtained [E.A. I(uraev. 

A. Schiller, V.G. Serbo, B.G. Shaikhatdenov, hep-ph/9909220 (Nucl. Phys. B in 

press); V. Antonelli, E.A. Kuraev, B.G. Shaikhatdenov, JETP Lett. 69 (1999) 900; 

hep-ph/9905331, Preprint BICOCCA-FT-99-13 (Nucl. Phys. Bin press)]. 
It is shown that a homogeneous self-dual gluon field, in which "analytic confine

ment" is realized (i.e. the quark propagator is an entire analytic function in the 

momentum space), leads to confinement in the sense of the Wilson criterion thPr<-' 
arises a growing confining potential between heavy quarks. By using the recent 
df:'velopment of the axial gauge representation for QCD, it was demonsLratPCI t.haL 

in the high-temperature limit, the effective potential of the background field under 
consideration has a minimum at the zero field strength, which means that (I( some 

critical temperature there should be a confinement-deconfinernent phase transition. 

The geometrical gluon mass at finite ternpPrature (finite <'xtension) acting as an 
infrared regulator in the system plays an important role in the derivation of the 

above result [G.V. Efimov, A. C. Kalloniatis, S.N. Nedelko, Phys. RPv. D59 ( 1999) 

014026]. 
A realistic nonlocal chiral U(3)xU(3) model with 't IIooft interaction wa.s coJJ

structed to describe the mass spectrum of excited scalar, pseucloscalar, and vector 

mesons and their first radial excitations. This allowed us to interpret experimen
tally observed scalar, pseudoscalar, and vector meson states as members of quark

antiquark nonets in the energy interval from 400 MeV up to 1.7 GeV. It wa.s showu 

fi 

that all t 1\(' I!) scalar meson statps can be considered as two nonets: a mPson nonet 

of groiJlld still es <lnd that oft heir first radial Pxcitations plus one glueball with mass 
I.e>(;<'\·. TIJ(' 111ass SJH'Cf ra and strong cleca1· modPs of excited scalar. pseudoscalar. 

d 11d 1·ect or Jllf'SOJJ JJOJJ('I s 11·erf' dcscri lwd. :\ quark model \\'it hou t unph1·sic(ll qq 

tl1 resholds (quark coni i JJCnH'ill ) II' as propost•d. I'lw thresholds \1'<'\'f' eli 111 ina l C'cl b1· 
Jllt'iltls uf aiJ infrMnl cut-off [\1.1\. \'o!k01. \1. \agy. \'.L. YmlichP1·. \uu\'0 Cim. 
All2 (l99lJ) 221: \1.1\. \'olkO\. D. Ebert. \·.L. YudichPI . .J. Phvs. G25 (1949) 

:.!O:.!.'l]. 
IIH' rcl>1t i1·i-;t ic '-ichriidiiii-'Tr-likf' 1\'n\(' <'qiJ<ltion sugge.-;tPd for the ust' in hadron 

spectroscopy 11·as -;JJ0\\'11 to approxi111ateh salish· important constraints (such as the 

slupf' "f JIH'S(J\1 Hegge trdjPctm·i,·s follull'illg lroJJI tlw rclati1istic string tlwor.1·. the 
r<Jf io LC't\1'<'<'11 t \]('COlli ribut ions of <UJOillaluu-; and t1·aceless parts of tlw Q( 'D hamil

tonian to h<Hiron Jllasscs) collling from more gcnn(ll field- theoretical approaclws. 

This 11·ave equation 1\'<lS then Clppliecl to e1·a!uate cha.racteristics of higher radial 
excitations of vector resonances (m<lsses. scaling relations for lt>pt.onic nnd totnl 

ll'icltli~) twecled for colllparison with new anal~·ses of the nucleon form facturs in tlw 

... pace-like <llld tinw-likc region and tlw elect roil-positron annihil;ilion nos;;-section.' 
['-i.ll. ( :nasi111ov. Cz<·<h . .J. Phvs. 49 ( !()()()) (i) 7~]. 

.\ JW\\' next-to-leading order QCD analysis \\'as gin·n fort lw ll'orld data Oil iJJclw,ivc 

J>ol;niz<'d deep incl<1st ic lepton-nucl<·on scat ff'ring that. cxkndcd t lw old ~wt of dat;J 
on the fin;li S\1(' rc:-adts. the IIFHl\IES proton results, and 1ery recent SL\('jLJ.j.') 

d<·utnuJJ chL1. .'\11 e;;c<'IIPnl lit to the data 1\'c\s found. a\1(1 tlw re;;ults for polarized 

f'<ll'IOtJ detJoit ics II'<T<' J>I'f'S<'!Jted in differetJI fMloriznt ion sclwll]('S. l'lw~;c IT.'iidts arf' 
i11 goud agrcelll<'llf II' it h t lif'Orct ic;li predict ion:;. It 1\'i\S ;dso found t kll t lw Jllilill effect 

oft I\C' JJ<'I\·h incorporated dcJI<l is d nwre <Jccurat.e detcrminat lUll uf t h<' poLu·i/ed 
gliiOIJ dc•nsit\· [E. Le<l<lcr, A.\'. Sidorov, D.B. Stanwnov. Phys. Ldt. B462 (l~l'l\J) 

J:--:q Wl]. 

A constrained instanton solution was sugg<'s\ed iu the ph_Ysical Q( ~!) \'cl('ll\1111 dc

.scrib('d by large-sc(lk vacuuin field fluclttat ions. This solution dcca_1·s exponentially 

a.t large dista.nc<'s. It is stable on!~· if the interaction of an instanton ll'ith tlw 

bMkground I<Jcnunl field is small, and additional constraints are introduced. llw 
cons! r<1 i nf'd instant on solution was ex plici tlv constructed in the ansa t z form. <l nd t lw 
two-point. V<1C\llllll corrdator of gluon field strengths \\'as calrulatC'cl in t\w fraJIJ<'

II'Ork oft lw <'iTcctiw inst<lllfOIJ vaCUI!lll lllOdcl [.-\.E. Dorokhm, S.\·. Esailwgi<1ll .. \.F. 
\'loxiJnov. S.\'. !'vlikh<~ilov.IH'p-ph/'l!Jtl:ll'>ll. Eur .. l. Ph.\s. C(acccptccl)]. 

1.2 Theory of Nuclei and Other Finite Systems 

lnvc~tigal.ions within the ilH'd "Tiwor.\ uf \luclci and Othn 1-'inif<' S.vsl<'JJJs·· 111 
J(jl)(j \\'('\'('carried out i11 dccordancf' with fo!Jl' projects. N<Inwh·. 

• f\i Itclcar St met Ill'<' undcr E;;t !'<'Ill!' ( \Jilllit ions 

• llvnanJics a.nd 1\L,nifcstdtion of '-it met Ill'<' in Nnclc<\1' ancl \lcsoscopic S\·steJJJS 

7 



• FPI\'- Body Physics 

• Helnlivistic .\'ucl<"ar Dynamics 

Let us start with the results in the field of nuclear structure theory . 
Tlw equations of the quasipa.rtick·-phonon model using <1 pllllJJOII hasis of <'lll ('\.

tended random phase approximation \\'Pre 11/'Il!'ralized to inci1Hle nndtipole p<Irtick
particle intPractions. An effect of the new interactions on the ground stale correla
tions and vibrational excitations was considPrHl for the OIW bighh· deg<'IIf'J'ale slwll 
model [A.P. Severyukhin. V.\·. \'oronov. D. 1\a.ra.djm·, Preprint .ll\'lL 1'1-CJCJ-1:21. 
Dubna. 1999: accepted to Izv. R:\:'-i. ser.fiz]. :\ renorrn;dizcd randon1 ph<tst' approxi
mation (TRHPA) for finite Fermi systems at fin it<' t<•rntwrat un•s was ('\·aluated with 
thP use of the thermo field dy·namics formalisJJl. The TRHPA takes into account 
the Pauli principlP in a more propPr way than tlw usual tlwrlllal H 1':\. t hu.s incor
porating a nPw type of correlations in a thennal ground state. It \\'as <Ipplied to the 
1·xacth· solvable Lipkin model. ."'.dvantages of TRRP:\ are I'S!Wciall\· e1·ident i11 the 
vicinity· of the phase transition point. ~loreover within THHPA thf' phase transition 
occurs at lower temperature than in thermal Hartree - Fock and thermal random 
phase approximations. [A.I. Vdovin, A.N. Storozhenko, Eur. Phys. J. A 5 (J!..l99) 
:263]. The impact of the ratios of nuclear matrix elements on thP wPak induced 
pseudoscalar coupling constant extracted from the relative observa.blPs in nuclear 
ordinary muon capture was investigated. It appeared that the value gp I YA :::; 0 ob
tained from the experimental data on Ill-correlations in polarized muo11 capture by 
2 ~Si can be explained by unexpectedly strong influence of velocity-dependent matrix 
Plements [K. Junker, V.A. Kuz'rnin, A.A. Ovchinnikova and T.V. Tetereva, preprint 
PSI- PR-99-14, Paul Scherrer lnstitut, CH - .5232 Villigen PSI, 1 999; accepted to 
Phys. Rev. C]. A new mechanism of high angular momentum states population 
in fission fragments, based on thP quantum mechanical uncertainty relations lw
t ,,·een the oriPntation angles of the fragmPnts and the angular-monwntum contPnt 
of thl'ir intrinsic states. was suggested. The angular momentum is "pumped" into 
the fragments by the forces responsible for their mutual orientation. Recent exper
imental measurPmeuts seem to be in favour of a new spin generation scheme. [I.N. 
Mikhailov and P. Quentin, Phys. Lett. B462 (1999) 7]. Conditional asymmet
ric fission barriers were calculated on the basis of the rotating-liquid-drop model 
that takes into account short-range nuclear forces and the diffuseness of the nuclear 
.surface. These calculations were performed for 1.5 nuclei in the range Z2 

/ A=20-40 
for angular-momentum values from 0 to 7011. For any angular-momentum value, a 
direct comparison of theoretical mass distributions obtained within the statistical 
approach with available experimental data reveals reasonably good agreement in the 
interval Z2 I A=20-30 [A.Ya. Rusanov, V.V. Pashkevich, M.G. Itki~, Yad. Fiz. 62 
(1999) .')95]. 

New approaches to describe nucleus- nucleus collisions werp developed. 
The role of the entrance channel in the fusion-fission reactions leading to nearly 

the same super heavy compound nucleus was studied in the framework of a dynamic 
modPl. It was shown that for the considered reactions, there is an energy window for 
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t lw bombarding energy at which the capture cross section is large enough to have 
p!J, ,j, a! in ten•,.; I. This result puts strong limitations on thP choice of the bombarding 
r•JJ<T)!,\ for a given reaction. The results of calculations showed that the 48 Ca + 244 Pu 
n·action is InorP favorable than 74 .76 Ge + 208 Pb to produce the superheavy element 
1=111. [H.\· . .Jolos. A.I. Muminov, and A.K. Nasirov, Eur. Phys .. J. A 4 (1999) 
:Z l:'i]. The enPrg,y thresholds for complete fusion in relative distance and mass asym
llletry degrees of freedom were estimated. The time-dependent transition between 
a diabatic interaction potential in the entrance channel and an adiabatic potential 
during the fusion process was microscopically investigated. A large hindrance was 
obtained for a motiou to smaller elongations of near symmetric dinuclear systems. 
The comparisou oft he calculated energy thresholds for the complete fusion in differ
ent n•levant collective variables showed that the dinuclear system prefers to evolve 
in tlw mass asymmetry coordinate by nucleon transfer to the compound nuclPus. 
[A. Diaz-Torres, N.V. Antonenko, W. Scheid, Nucl. Phys. A652 (1999) 61]. 

The nuclear theory methods were applied in studying metallic clusters. 
The orbital Ml collective mode was investigated for deformed single-charged 

metallic clusters in a microscopic self-consistent random phase approximation ap· 
proa.ch. The l\11 strength appears to be fragmented over a large energy interval. 
It ',;·as concluded that in light clusters, the M1 mode has the character of a single
particle excitation. In heavy clusters the collective nature of the mode appears 
evident. TlJe crucial role of the quadrupole field in promoting the Ml mode is 
confirmed [V.O. Nesterenko, W. Kleinig et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 83 (1999) 57]. 

Interesting results were obtained within the project Few-Body Theory. 
The scattering length for the 17-meson collision with deuteron was calculated 

. on the basis of rigorous few-body equations for various 1) -- N input. The results 
strongly support the Pxistence of a resonance or a quasi bound state close to the 17- d 
threshold [N .V. Shevchenko, V.B. Belyaev, et al. LANL e-print nucl-t.h/9908035, 
1999]. Recent measurements for electromagnetic production of pions were a.nalyzed. 
It was demonstrated that they can be explained in a dynamical and unitary isobar 
models, together with a simple scaling assumption for the bare 1* N ~ form factors. 
It a.ppeared that the bare .0. is almost spherical and the electric E2 and Coulomb 
( ':2 quadrupole excitation:; of the physical ::".. are neariy saturated by pion cloud 
contribution in Q2 :::; 4.0 GeV 2

• The results well agree with experimental data, but 
deviate strongly from the predictions of perturbative QCD [D. Drechsel. 0. Hanstein, 
S.S. Kamalov and L. Tiator, Nucl. Phys. A645 (1999) 145]. It was shown that the 
life times of actual physical systems "two atoms +electron" ('2 106 s) allow one to 
consider these systems as bound ones for any processes in gases. On the basis of the 
results of the previous study, a new class of diatomic negative molecular ions, having 
the states with anomalously large characteristic sizes, was predicted [F.M. Pen'kov, 
JETP 88, 1079 (1999)]. 

The following relativistic effects in nuclear physics were studied. 
The structure of the¢ photoproduction amplitude in the JS ~ 2-5 GeV region 

was analyzed based on the Pomeron-exchange and meson-exchange mechanisms. 
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The differences between competing mechanisms were shown to h<nT profutliHl drt'<l' 
on various spin density matrices which ca.n be ust>d to calculatP both t lw cro'' 
sections and various singk and double polarization observables. :\ df'finik i·;otopir 
effect was predicted - polarization observa bles of cb photoproclnction on t llP prot on 
and neutron targets can differ by a factor of 2 and more [:\.L TitO\. T.-S.l!. Lee. 
H. Toki. and 0. StrPltsova. Ph.\fs. Rev. C60 (I CJ<.J()) O:l'i:20!i]. The in fltwwe uf 
the nuclear shapP on various characteristics of multifragnwnt at ion was first st ttdicd 
within an extension of the statistical microcanonical modd of !llld I ifragtli('III at i(Jtt. 
C'ornbinPd effects of the shape of decaying nuclei, thP high nngular tllOlllP!lltllll and 
the collective expansion velocity were demonstrated by comparing the results for a 

hot source formed in central Xe+S11 ( .')0 A/ MeV) collision:; with e:qwrinwnt ,t] data 
[A. Le Fevre, M. Ploszajczak and V.D. TonePv. Ph~·s. Hev. C60 ( 199<J) H05160:2]. 
ThP method for the model-free derivations of the evolution of the nucleon .-;t mel me 

in the lightest nuclei was developed. It allows one to PXprcss a structme functiutt 
F~4 (1.·) in terms of structurP functions of nuclear fragments a.nd 1 hrcc-dinwtJ:;ion<ll 
momentum distributions. It was found that the effect-; from nucl('on rrlat in' tinw. 
which naturally follow from a relativistic treatment of thP two-nuclmn bind in~. pb-' 
a decisive role in differences bPI wPeu structure fuuctions of hound and fre(' nucleons. 

The modification of the nuclf:'o!l structme found for :\=2 snv(':; a.s a priming for 
the modifications in the thrPe- and four-nuclf:'on systf:'ms and plays a illl[H!rtant 
rolf:' in f:'volution of thf:' bound nuclf:'on structure. [V. V. Burov. A. V. Moloch kov. 
C.!. Smirnov. Phys. Lett. B466 ( 1999) l]. 

New results were also obtained in the Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation theory. 
Numerical analysis of the Tamm problem (the cha.rge tnotion ott a finite span· 

interval with the velocity exceeding light V<'locity in medium) on t!tc hasis of tlw 
exact solution to a nondispersive medium showed that tllP Fourier rotlipOIH:·nts of 
electromagnetic field strengths had no well pronounced maximum at the Chert>nkm 

nngiP in the case of a finite motion interval. When tlw interval increases frotn an in
finitesimal value many maxima appear. For the charge motion on an infinite int('rval. 
tlwre appears an infinite number of maxima of the :;ant<' antplit.tHle [C.\f. :\f<tn<lsiev. 
\'.G. l\artaVPnko and Yn P. Stepanovsky . .J. Phys. D: Appl. l'hys. 32 ( Jl)<)\J) :ZO:Z<J]. 

1.3 Theory of Condensed Matter 

Theoretical investigations in the TbPory of Condensed Matter W('re p('rfomt<•d in 
t II<' framework oft lw following project:;: 

• St nmgl_v correl<tL<·d sysleuJs 

• Dynamic systems: chaos, integrability and self-organization 

• Disordered structures: glasses, topological defPcts, nanostract ur<>s and .Joseph

son junction 

• lVIesoscopic and coherent phenomena in quantum systPJns 
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In 1 lw fidel of strongly correlated systems main at tent ion was paid to studies of 
el<-ct ronic spectra. c!targe. magnetic and supPrconducting phase transitions for mod
els of novel J!la.tnials bPlonging to a class of marginal eiPctronic liquids ( manga.nitf:'s. 
cuprates. ,·anMlatf:'s, heav~· fermions). 

:\ W'\\' solution to the Periodic Anderson l'viodel with two strongl,1· correlated 

subsystems of d and f t•lectrons was propo:;ed by using a special form of canonical 
t r<tnsformation. The corrPsponding 16 rank _','-matrix is constructed by using. as its 

elcnwnb. the ort honormalized system of eigPnfunctions of the localized Hamiltonian 
for difi<'I<'IIt eige111altt<'S. [ \'.:\. \lo:;kalt·nko. :\.B. Pnkin:;. Tlwor. !IJath. Phn. 121 
i\<)lJ()) 2'i0]. 

A pha.se diagram of half-doped perovskite manganitPs within the extended two

orbital double-exchange model mts studied. The orbita.l dt'generacy results in ap
pearance of charge-ordered states for differf:'nt antiferromagnetic states only for a 
la.rge enough ( 'oulomb interaction. The relevance of the results to t.he experimental 
data obtainPd in neutron scattering experinwnts at FLNP is also discussed. [G. 
.lackeli. N.H. Perkins. and N.l\1. Plakida. cond-mat/99101:3:3, Phys. Re\·. B. sub

tni t i<'d]. 
In order to account for conq)('tit.ion and intf'rplay of localized a.nd itinerant mag

netic behavior in correlated many-hodv systPms. the d- f and 1\onclo-HPisf'nberg 
tnodcls werf' considered [A.L. 1\u;,Pmsk~·. Physica A267 (1999) Bl]. 

L]):\ and LDA +[I eif'ctronic bell HI struclutT calculations were performed for 
tnulti-hand dfectivf' modf'ls with strong Conlomb repulsion to interprPI polarization 

depf'ttd<'nt angk-resolved valenrf' i>Cllld plwtof'mission IIIPasun'nwnt.s for diffcr('nl 
l"opper oxide:; [H. ll<n"tl. H. Hosner. V. Yushankhai et al.. P!tys.He\·. B60 ( Jl)()()) 

64!i-G58]. 
In the field of the theory of dynamic systems the following results should lw 

mentioned. 
The theorem is proved that the upper critical dimension of t!te Abelian sandpilP 

model is four [V.B. Priezzhev, math-ph/990c1054, J. Stat. Phys. 1999 (in press)] 
Tlw eigenvf:'ctors of the Hamiltonian of lD quantum spin chains with andliptic 

form of excha.nge were desni bPd via the solutions to tllP h ighl,1• tra.nsrendent a I s_,·s
tetns of Betlw-ansatz type which were explicitly presented for the first time in <til 
subspace:; of the corresponding HilbPrt space [V.I. lnozemtsev, mat h-ph/9!)110:22]. 

The moduli space of self-dual Yang-Mills fields was described in terms of ('ech 
and Dollwault cohomology sets by using the correspondence betwc<'n complPx V<'clor 

bundles over self-dual four-dinlPnsional manifolds and holomorphic bundles O\"f'r 

their twisior spaces [T.A. lvanova, math-ph/9902015]. 
In the inVPstigat.ions of disordered structures. the following main results were 

oht <lill('(l. 
.<\variant of a gauge theory is fonnulatPd to describe disclinations on Ric'mannian 

surfaces thai may change both the Ga.nssian (intrinsic) and mean (extrinsic) cur
vatures under deformations. As an application, t.wo spt'rial cases are considered: 
clastic nH'Illbrane a.nd <'lastic sphf'n'. For a single disclination on an a.rbit.ra.ry elast.ir 
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surface. a covariant generalization of the \·on hanm1n rquations i-, deri\·rd Tlw 
model is suitable for description of the topological clcfccts i11 IIH'Illl>rau<·s and Lll·
erPd structures [E. A. I\ochetov and \'.A. Osipov, .J. Phys. A: \lath. Ct'n. 32 (I CJ9Y) 
1 961] 

By appropriate generalization of the Ginzburg-Landau tlwory ba;;ed on admix 
t ure of .-;-wave ( S') and d-wave (D) superconductors. a diffcr<'nt ial t lwmio<·lect ric 
power (1 EP) of the s·.v lJ configuration in l3i,Pbl-r·'-'r2('u('u2()" is considered. III 
ctdclitioll to its strong dpt1Pndence ou t lw r<'ictt in· ph as<' () = <.J, - o.1 lwt \IT<'II t lw 
two SU]Wrconductors. two major effects ill'<' showu to influ<'ll<'<' t lw IH'h<JYior of' tlw 
predicted TEP based on the chemical irnbalance at the.')/) interf<Jcc. The <'XJWr
imental conditions undPr which thP pn·dicted IJI'havior of tlw inducl'd difft'Il'lll ial 
TEP can be measured are discussed in detail [S. S<'rg<'I'IIkm· <tnd 1\L :\usloos. l'h1·s. 
Re\. B59 (IY9CJ) 11lJ74]. 

To ciMif\ 1 lw underl1·ing microscopic t r<IJisporl IIJ<'chniiisJJh i11 {'_\IIi hit iug cul<Jssal 
Jllagnctoresistance (('\!H) in mangani ks. the suiJst i Iii t ion ('ffecl s iII r Uu ,( '(/ [) ,.1! 1/ u, 
were studied. An anomalous behavior of resistivity in La0 7Ca0 .3 M n0 96 C 'u 0 _04 U3 due 
to Cu doping was found and attributed to the (' u induced weakening of the kinetic 
carrier's energy and concomitant strengthening of potential barriers. In turn, CMH 
and magncto-TEP observed in La0 .6 r(uCa03 Pv1n03 suggest spin hopping transport 
mechanism (with magnetization dependPnt charge carriPr localization length) dom
inated bv strong magnetic fluctuations. [S. Sergeenkov ct al., Phys. Hev. B60 

I I!JlJY) 12:322; S. Sergeenkov et aL, JETP Lett. 69 (1999) 8.58; ibid 70 (19lJ<J) 141; 
iLid 70 (19CJCJ) 473]. 

Mesoscopic and coherent phenomena in quantum systems were studied in the fol
lowing papers. 

A fermionic path integral approach is applied to analyze the pha:w lr<1Il::;ition in 
tlw two-dimensional !sing model with Cjllf'nclwd site disorder. The log-log singnla.rity 
in the spe1ific beat near Tc for weak site dilution was obtained [V.N. Pl('chko, In: 
'·Path Integrals from peV to TeV: .SO Years after Feynman\ Paper", Ed. by R. 
('asalbuoui eta! (World Scientific, Singapore, 1999) p. 137; hep-th/9906107]. 

The shift of the 4He excitation spectra, caused by the 3 He admixture, is evaluated 
by using the partition function in the form of a path integraL The excitation (neu
tron scattering) spectrum Ep().., p1 , T) is found as a function of 3 He-4 He interaction 
>., 3 He density Pi and tPmperature T. The largest iufluence of the :JHe admixture 
is noticed in the region of roton minimum of the 4 He spectrum due to influence of 
the pure 3 He dispersion curve [D. Baranov, V. Yarunin, Physica A269 (1999) 222]. 

A new way of treating the dilute Bo~e gas with the strongly singular potential 
is devPiopecl. Using the reduced dPnsity matrix of the second order and a variation 
procc~dure, this way allows one to operate with singular potentials of the Lennard 
.Jones typ<~ [A.\'u. Cherny and A.A. Sha.nenko, Phys. Rev. E60 (1999) R5]. 

A variational study of the ground -state energy of an exciton-phonon system 
.'ipatially confined to a quantum well with a confinement potential in the form of a 
parabolic function was performed. An intPrpolation formula for the ground-state en-
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erg:- hound was obtained which corresponds to similar forrnulae for the free polaron 
"r tlw freP l'Xciton-phonon S\'stem [B. Cerlach, .J. Wi.isthoff, and M.A. Smondyrev, 

1'11\'i He1. B60 ( LCJ'ilJ) 16.569]. 
:\ nwchanisrn for creating well-collimated beams of neutral particles by magnetic 

fielcb is suggested [V.I. Yukalov and E.P. Yukalova, Phys. Lett. A253 (1999) 173]. 
Theory of nonlinear spin dynamics in ferromagnets with electron-nuclear coupling 
is developed [V.I. Yukalov, Phys. Rev. A60 (1999) 721]. Transient effect of nega
ti\1' electric current in nonuniform semiconductors is predicted [V.I. Yukalov, E.P. 
Yukalova. and M.H. Singh, Phys. Rev. B59 (1999) 10111]. 

2 COMPUTER FACILITIES 

The concept of development of the Laboratory's computer facilities is based on the 
idea of balanced development of the stocks of both servers and personal computers, 
all coJl!lectPd 1·ia the computer network with adequate performance. 

In 1999, 24 new personal computers with CPU Pentium II and III 300-450 MHz 
\\'ere installed on workplaces. The most powerful workstation Ultra 2 was equipped 
with the second processor Ultra SPARC 300 MHz. The system memory on this 
workstation was extended to 768 MB. Several disks were added to the cluster of 
Sun's computers, the total disk space available now is about 80 GB. New operating 
system Solaris 7 was introduced on two workstations. Among the new software avail
able on workstations there is StarOffice .S.l which is capable to deal with the files in 
the format of Microsoft Office (Word, Exel etc.). The renewed software includes Re
duce :3.7, Netscape Communicator 4.7, Java Workshop 2, Java Studio 1.0, Acrobat 
-L G N 11 CC 2.8.1. The publicly accessible archive of free software was created on 
thsun1.jinr.ru. Currently, the archive contains full mirrors of CTAN (tex-archive), 
CPAN (Perl archive), GNU software, Solaris public patches, Solaris freeware (bina
ries and sources), and other widely used software and documentation. The archive 
is equipped with the file search engine and available at http:/ /thsunl.jinr.ru/file
archive.html Among other new computPr services available now at BLTP, there 
is the cache server (accelerator) at http:/ /thsunl.jinr.ru:l081 which stores files re
quested from the E-print archive xxx.itep.ru. The cache server provides instant ac
cess to new publications on xxx.itep.ru which are automatically downloaded every 
morning. There is also a common proxy cache server http:/ /thsun4.jinr.ru:3128 
which stores all files requested from Internet and also automatically redirects re
quests sent to xxx.itep.ru to the accelerator http:/ /thsunl.jinr.ru:1081. Protocols 
supported by the server are HTTP, FTP and Gopher. The Proxy Auto Configuration 
(PAC) script intended for automatic configuration of Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Communicator to use this proxy server is located at http:/ /thsunl.jinr.ru/proxy.pac . 
BLTP continues to support local mirror of the Journal of High Energy Physics 
(JHEP) http:/ jjhep.jinr.ru which got a larger disk space, system memory and new 
base software. Laboratory's WWW server base software was renewed also, improved 

access statistics becomes available. 
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3 CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS 

1. 111-th Research Workshop" Nucleation Theory and Applications", 
(April, 4-27, Dubna). 

2. International School "Symmetries and Integrable Systems", (June 8-11. Dubna) 

:3. Research Workshop "Collective Exitations in Nuclei and Other Finite Fermi 
Systems". (June 14-24, Dubna). 

4. Vlll-th International Colloquium "Quantum Groups and Integrable Systems", 
(June 17-19, Prague, Czech Republic), jointly organized by BLTP, Czech Technical 
University, Charles University and LPTMC, University Paris 7. 

.5. V-th International Symposium "Dubna Deutron-99", 
(July 6-10, Dubna), jointly organized by LHE and BLTP. 

6. Workshop" Diffraction on Colliders", (July 3-6. Dubna) 

7. Workshop "Supersymmetries and Quantum Symmetries", (July 27-31, Dubna) 

8. Research Workshop "Quantum Gravity and Superstrings", (August 2-10. Dubna). 

9. 111-rd International Conference "Constrained Dynamics and Quantum Gravity", 
(September 13-17, Villasimius, Italy). jointly organized by BL TP, Univ. di Torino, 
Univ. di Cagliari, and MPI fur Grav. Physik, Golm. 

10. Workshop" Physical Variables in Gauge Theories", (September 21-25, Dubna). 

ll. International Bogolybov Conference "Problems of Theoretical and Mathematical 
Physics", (September 27- October 6, Moscow-Dubna-Kyiv). 

12. NATO Advanced Research Workshop "Lattice Fermions and Structure 
of the Vacuum", (October 5-9. Dubna). 

Preliminary Plans for 2000 

1. IVth Research Workshop" Nucleation Theory and Applications", (April3-28, Dubna) 

2. Vth Workshop" Heavy Quark Physics", (April 5-9. Dubna). 

:3. International Conference "Nuclear Structure and Related Topics". 
(June 6-10, Dubna). 

:l_ IXth International Colloquium "Quantum Groups and Integrable Systems", 
(June 21-23, Prague, Czechia), to be jointly organized by BLTP, Czech Technical 
University, Charles University and LPTMC, University Paris 7. 

5. Research Workshop "Quantum Gravity and Superstrings", (July 9-18, Dubna ). 

6. International Seminar "Supersymmetry and Quantum Field Theory", 
(July 25-29, Kharkov, Ukraine), to be jointly organized by BLTP and NSC KIPT. 

7. XXIII International Colloquium "Group Theoretical Methods in Physics", 
(July 31 -August 5, Dubna). 
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4 SUMMARY 
• In llJlJlJ. <lhorrl GOO papPrs \\'PIT publi•dwd in the leading scientific jomnals. 

l'rocc<'dings of confewtlCPS and as preprints. 

• .\ IYide scientific collaboration is coni inuecl and Pxpancled with sciPntific cen
tr<'s of \!l'111h<'r States and othn countri('S. Of particular importancP are the 
collaboration of BLTP with scientific and educational centres of Russia and traming 
of spectalists for these centres ( .,r r. < .y.. "l'mbif nts of .\1 od r I'll 1-'h 1)-'IC-' .. _. Col
/, cit d JWJ!< , .. , dr dtclliu/ to t/11 !JO!h 11111111'1 J>llllf of tlu S11mlot· Stnlr {'Iller l'stfy 

und In tlu {lith <111111/'t 1'-'<III'.IJ of lht .Jl.\B SS'l. ro!lubora/um . .!1.\H jilt]Hinl 

/).!-99-.!6.3. /)ubna. 1999). :\I prcs<.·nt. about :W scientists fronr ntan\· rq;iutts 
of Hrtssia (l\lo,.;co\1'. St.Petersbrtrg. Prtrozamdsk. Tomsk. \m·osibirsk. \'l<ldi

vostok. etc.) aw working at BLTP on a contract basi,.; .. \1 our labor<1tor~·. 
there arc post-graduaiP students not onl.1· from tlw Jll\H l'ni\·ersit\· Centre. 

but also front a munlwr of Russian llniversities. 

In [(j(j<)_ the international collaburation was supportPd bY grant,.; oftlw pleuipo

tenti<Hie,.; of I he Czech Hepublic. Poland. the SlO\ak Hepuhlic. at tel Hung<H\·. 

\\'ithin the llei,.;enlwrg Landau Progratll!IH' more tha11 ~() p<1pcrs were prtb
li,.;]wcl jointh· with the cuii<·<Jgtw,.; front C.:ntmut ~cientilir <<'tltrcs. :n joint 
projects and 7 meeting,.; obtained linancial sup[JOrl frotll t II(' II Ll'- ( 'ollah

oration with tlw INFN ,.;ediuns (lt<1h·). lf"2P:3 lu,.;titui<'s (Frail<<') and the 

<TH~ Til is continued. 

• 111 [()()'). l) tll<'<'lings org;wized hY I~LTl' II'<'!'(' support<'d ll\· 1'\LSC'O. 

• (:rants of the scientific Funds: Progr<llllllH' of supporting I h<·lcadi11g ,.;ci,·rrtilic 
,.;chool. l\ational Programnw of HF. lU'BH DH: (juiitl projc<ll. 1\l''lll{ 
lNTi\S (joint project). INTi\S, HFBH. State C'onnnitl<'e of the HI-' for 

Education. 
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